INSTRUCTIONS

Lay out an equilateral triangle, 20'-0" on a side and dig three holes centered at the corners.

Pour a concrete footing in each hole. Place treated posts in the centers of the holes, brace them plumb and pour a concrete collar around the base of each post. Backfill with well-tamped earth and pour the concrete collars at grade.

Place the post caps and install the crown beams. Anchor the post caps and install the side beams with temporary shoring to provide support until the roof shell is completed.

To aid in applying the roof strips, install three 2x4" temporary rafter at quarter points between the crown beam and the opposite side beam. Bevel the top edges of the beams to suit the roof strips.

Twenty-six gage galvanized steel strips, 14/2", punched for two 64 nails and two 5/4" bolts, are nailed across each pair of crown beams about 12" apart.

The roof strips are ½" tempered hardboard 12" wide. Each segment of the roof shell is formed of two layers of fifteen strips. The strips extend from the crown beams to the side beams, and are nailed with 64 nails spaced 4" to 6" apart. The first strip in the bottom layer is applied along the side beam in the opposite direction to the temporary rafters, allowing a 6" overhang. From the outer edge of the overhang, mark the crown beam and the opposite side beam into 15 equal spaces. These marks locate the outer edges of the ends of the roof strips. The strips will be spaced apart at the ends but their edges should butt together about over the temporary rafter nearest the crown.

The top layer of strips is applied in a similar manner but in the opposite direction. As the strips are laid, working from the side beam toward the crown beam, they are fastened to the bottom layer with at least two 5/4" carriage bolts with washers at each intersection. To cover the spaces between the strips of the bottom layer, heavy fiberglass fabric is placed between the layers in strips at least 12" wide.

End splicing of strips should be made under or above a strip of the other layer. Care should be taken to stagger the splice in adjacent strips.

Trim the edges of the finished shell segments, bolt them to the steel strips at the crown beams and apply the metal edging strips along the overhang.

Additional fiberglass strips, cemented with emulsified asphalt roof coating, are applied over the spaces between the hardboard strips of the top layer. The entire roof is coated with stabilized asphalt. The three ridges above crown beams may also be weather proofed by the same process.
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